
Y1 Quick start  

Finish the number sequence.  

10, 20, 30, ____ , ____, ____ 

12, 11, 10, 9, ____, _____, _____ 

 

Find the half of…. 

 

 

 

Find the missing numbers  

 

8 2 14 

   

10 12  

80 70  

Y1 Quick start  

Finish the number sequence.  

25, 24, 23, ____ , ____, ____ 

20,25, 30, 35, ____, _____, _____ 

 

Write the following numbers in words. 

 

 

 

Find half of…. 

 

100 10 80 

   

10 20 40 

   



Y1 Quick start  

Finish the number sequence.  

5, 10, 15, ____ , ____, ____ 

7, 9, 11, 13, ____, _____, _____ 

 

Write the double of…. 

 

 

 

Find the missing numbers  

 

7 9 1 

   

30 32  

10 20  

Y1 Quick start  

Finish the number sequence.  

65, 60, 55, ____ , ____, ____ 

10,12,14,16, ____, _____, _____ 

 

Write the following numbers in words. 

 

 

 

Find the missing numbers  

 

10 40 60 

   

5  15 

0  20 



Model Text:  A Diary 

Below is a Diary of the Great Fire of Lon-

don.  I have written this in the past tense 

using ed and ing suffixes. I have also 

used key Y1 features: capital letters, full 

stops, finger stops. It is also 

written in first person. 

Dear Diary, 

 

The fire started on Sunday and I 

am scared! The flames are huge 

and will not stop. I think it started 

in a bakery down Pudding Lane. It 

was jumping from house to house 

because people’s homes are so close 

to each other. I grabbed all my be-

longings and put them on a cart to 

take onto a boat on the River 

 



Writing Task: 

Write a  diary about  a favourite day since you have 

been off. Keep it simple, but make it interesting: what 

learning you did; what games you played; what you 

enjoyed doing. Remember to use first person ‘I’ and 

past tense verbs (actions) ed and ing. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________



Research Task/Science Investigation: 

We’r e Going on A Plant Hunt! 

In the boxes below, draw and then label the names 

of 8 dif-

ferent 

plants/ trees 

you 

 



We are learning to answer comprehension questions 

on Wanda and the Alien by  Sue Hendra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ques-

tions  

(1)True or 

False? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 True False 
Wanda helps fix 

the alien’s car. 

  

The rocket is or-

ange and red. 

  

Wanda fetched her 

toolkit and tools. 

  

 

 

 



Year 1 Sentences: Spotting the spelling mistakes 

and re-writing the sentences: Edit and Improve 

(2) 

Task: Can you re-write these sentences using the cor-

rect spellings and using correct punctuation? Don’t 

forget to spell all other words correctly. This is sec-

ond week of doing this so you should be experts by 

now! 

(1) ther are many chrees around stoneferry pri-

mary skool 

 

 

(2) i hav had a lot of fun lorning at hom with 

my parents 

 

 

(3) you can hold a hckey stic wid both hands 

 

 

(4) my favourite lessons r art n maffs 

   

 


